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Content 
We have created 130+ animated accident scenarios that cover the most common road accident types that claims 
handlers and litigators will encounter. Starting with animated recreations, learners make decisions about liability and are 
then encouraged to consider the evidence needed, the relevant sections of the Highway Code, and caselaw where 
applicable. 
 
They can then see whether their opinion on liability matches the view of a 
practising barrister who provides expert commentary highlighting the important 
factors to take into account with each accident scenario. The scenarios cover 
collisions that occur: 

• In car parks  

• On country roads (single track etc) 

• With cyclists, motorbikes and pedestrians 

• On roundabouts 

• At junctions 

• With the emergency services 

• On motorways and dual carriageways (multi lane accidents) 

• With large vehicles (vans, HGVs etc.) 
 

Outcomes 
As a result of completing this course, you will: 

• Understand the importance of assessing the evidence in each 
and every case 

• Know how to apply the law to different factual scenarios 

• Always consider the Highway Code 

• Develop a disciplined approach to assessing liability in RTA cases 

RTA Liability Training 

Do you have a large motor claims team to train? 
Do you regularly recruit new staff that need bringing up to speed with handling 
Road Traffic Accident (RTA) claims? 
If so, our RTA e-learning could be just what you need. The animated online 
scenarios are already a big hit with claimant and defendant law firms, insurers and 
claims management companies. 
They are a great way to promote consistency across the entire team as well as 

getting everyone engaged with the disciplines required for assessing liability 

accurately.  You can track completion and how well your staff have 

performed.  We can also set up assessments to use as an evaluation tool when 

recruiting new members of staff. 

Synopsis 

90 mins to 6 hours 

RTA Claims Handlers 
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